Hawke’s Bay Cricket Camp Survey Results 2019
We received 245 responses
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Question 10) Do you have any other feedback on Age & Stage versus Traditional Cricket?
146 comments were received with the following points being common
1. If the Camps were to change to Age & Stage, many teams would not come to our tournaments.
2. Many people believe Age & Stage has its place for Saturdays, but at a tournament or Rep level, then
traditional cricket is much better for the players development
3. Games don’t seem to be any quicker with Age & Stage v Traditional, however it was one of the intentions
of Age & Stage.
4. Age & Stage seems to only benefit the weaker cricketer, not the better ones.
5. Players loved the contest of traditional cricket and learned to value their wicket at Camp.
6. This is an optional cricket camp for players who would like to be challenged and play with their mates.
There is plenty of opportunity to be wrapped up in cotton wool and play PC cricket at regional level on
Saturdays.
7. There should be room for both. I don't like the one size fits all approach NZ Cricket is taking. The top kids
want to play real cricket and this tournament is ideal. The same should apply all the time. Play age and
stage for development cricketers but let the premier league play real cricket.
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Question 11) Do you have any other suggestions on playing formats/rules for the HB
Cricket Camps for 2020? (Please put your grade that you a commenting on)
111 comments were received with the following points being common
1.
2.
3.
4.

Most regular comments were “don’t change a thing”!
Could we do PODS in some grades.
Only 9 or 10 players on the field in Year 4/5 & 6.
Look at only 25 over games, when there are 2 games per day for Year 4/5 & 6.
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